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Introduction
The 2006 Virginia Equine Survey reported approxi-
mately 215,000 horses – a 26 percent increase since 
2001 – that was accompanied by a 41 percent increase 
in the number of horse operations. The equine industry 
is growing, and there should be adequate emergency 
preparedness training and documentation for both 
emergency responders and horse owners or service pro-
viders. In nearly every emergency or disaster situation, 
preparing before the event is the key. 

There are a variety of emergency and disaster situa-
tions that could affect horses in Virginia. Acts of nature 
include such things as hurricanes, tornadoes, and win-
ter weather, as well as floods and fires (both barn and 
wildfires). Other emergencies include loose horses on 
roadways, horses – alone or with riders – hit by cars, 
and horses trapped in overturned or wrecked trailers. 
This publication includes methods of assessing risk 
for the types of natural disasters that are most common 
in a given area, as well as other types of emergencies 
that may be encountered. It discusses how to work with 
emergency management personnel and presents tools to 
help people prepare before an incident, including set-
ting up emergency plans and having appropriate first-
aid and emergency kits gathered. It also covers how to 
respond during an incident, including when to evacuate, 
where to go, what to take, how to contact friends and 
family, and how to return or recover after an incident. 

Emergency Contact Information
Listed below are some state and local agencies that you 
might want or need to contact in case of an emergency 
or disaster. Fill in the contact information for your local 
agencies for faster reference.

Equine Emergency Preparedness in Virginia
Shea Porr, Ph.D., Superintendent, Middleburg Agricultural Research and Extension (MARE) Center, Middleburg, Va.
Jennifer Brown, D.V.M., Clinical Assistant Professor of Equine Surgery, Marion duPont Scott Equine Medical Center, 

Leesburg, Va.

Virginia State Animal Response Team: (804) 346-2611; 
www.virginiasart.org 

Virginia Department of Agriculture and Consumer Ser-
vices: (804) 786-2042; www.vdacs.virginia.gov 

Office of the State Veterinarian/Veterinary Services: 
(804) 692-0601; www.vdacs.virginia.gov/animals/
vetservices.shtml 

Local fire department: _________________________

Local animal control: _________________________

Local feed store/hay dealer: ____________________
___________________________________________

Local emergency veterinarian or regular veterinarian:
___________________________________________

General Disaster Preparation
In the event of a disaster, it’s very important for you as 
a horse owner to have preplanned actions and proper 
information to enable you to make rapid decisions that 
may save your horses and even your own life. The fol-
lowing general guidelines will help you become better 
prepared.

Assess Your Risks
There are a wide variety of accidents or disasters that 
could affect different areas of the country. Take time to 
evaluate the region in which you live and assess which 
risks you are more likely to encounter. Examples of 
widespread disasters include floods, fires, tornadoes, 
hurricanes, nuclear accidents, disease threats, chemi-
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cal spills, and ice storms. Typical accidents or other 
emergency situations may include escaped animals and 
horses – with or without riders – hit by a car or stuck 
in ditches, mud, or water. For each type disaster, ask 
yourself the following questions:

• What are your major vulnerabilities?

• What can you do to minimize the damage?

• What plans do you have in place?

• Who do you need to contact?

Before an Event
Plan ahead. Hopefully it will be the best wasted time 
of your life and you’ll never have to enact your emer-
gency plan. However, if you do need to take action, 
you’d rather be prepared. Start by taking a careful look 
at your property and identifying the best place to locate 
your animals for each type of disaster you consider. 
Check for alternate water sources. You want to be able 
to have enough fresh water and hay available to last for 
at least 48-72 hours.

Prepare for the possibility that you might need to evac-
uate both yourself and your horses. Check with your 
local law enforcement, animal control, or agricultural 
Extension agent for routes and recommendations. Sev-
eral locations should be identified ahead of time, and 
you will want to know the entry requirements for each. 
Be sure to have agreements arranged for your animals 
in advance.

Nothing is worse than needing to move your horses and 
having no way to get them out. Keep trailers and vans 
well maintained and full of fuel, ready to go. If you 
don’t have enough trailer space to move all your ani-
mals at one time, make arrangements with a neighbor 
or professional horse hauling company. You will want 
to have contracts in place in advance, because making 
arrangements at the last minute in an emergency situa-
tion is often impossible. Make sure to keep current and 
adequate insurance coverage on all vehicles.

Animal identification: Prepare an identification packet 
for each horse, including information on their age, sex, 
breed, color, registrations, unique identifying marks, 
photos, microchip numbers, etc. Write down any spe-
cial feeding instructions, list any medications with dos-

age, and record the name and phone number of your 
prescribing veterinarian. Be sure all vaccinations and 
medical records are in writing and up to date. Have a 
current Coggins test, which you will need if your horse 
has to be moved to get to safety. If you’re going across 
state lines, you may need a health certificate along with 
a copy of your Coggins test. If you leave, take your 
records with you. Records left at home may be dam-
aged or destroyed during a disaster.

If you become separated from your horse in a disaster 
or emergency, permanent identification such as a tat-
too, microchip, or brand will help reunite you, as well 
as provide proof that the animal is yours. If disaster 
strikes before you can do this, find another way to get 
your information onto the animal. Use leg or break-
away neck bands with your contact information or 
braid a waterproof luggage tag into the mane or tail 
to help identify your horse. You can also paint or etch 
the hooves; write the information down, seal it in a 
Ziplock-type plastic bag, and then secure it to the halter 
with duct tape; or paint your telephone number on the 
side of the animal using livestock paint.

Finally, consider an event where you might by unable 
to evacuate all your animals. Make a priority list and 
familiarize both family and farm personnel with the list 
in case you are not present when the disaster occurs.

Seventy-two-hour emergency kit, first-aid kit, 
and emergency tools: The 72-hour emergency kit is 
designed to help you ride out the immediate impact of 
a disaster, making certain that essentials are provided 
for. A plastic trash barrel with lid can be used for a mul-
titude of things and can store many of the items in the 
kit when it’s not needed. Pack one or two tarpaulins 
for protection and a couple of water buckets. If you 
have time to prepare, make sure to have enough hay, 
feed, and water for each horse for at least three days 
stored safely – though a week would be better. It is very 
possible that roads will be closed because of downed 
power lines and trees, limiting access to feed stores. 
Cover hay with waterproof tarps and place it on pal-
lets to reduce the chance of the hay sitting in water and 
keep grain in water-tight containers. 

Each horse will need 12-20 gallons of water per day. 
Fill all the water troughs and buckets. Additional water 
can be stored in garbage cans with plastic liners. You 
might want to consider purchasing a generator to run 
the well if you have a large number of horses. 
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Have a packed first-aid kit in the emergency supplies 
and consider one for the trailer as well. Your basic first-
aid kit should include the following: 

o Exam gloves

o Betadine or Nolvasan solutions for cleaning and 
disinfecting wounds 

o Antibiotic ointment

o Sterile gauze pads

o Absorbent dressings

o Cotton leg wraps and Vetrap bandaging tape/stand-
ing wraps to secure them

o Thermometer

o Bandage scissors

o Sterile saline

o Knife and wire cutters

o Duct tape

o Fire-resistant leads and halters 

o Clean towels

o Fly spray

o Livestock markers or paint

o Regular bleach (unscented, with hypochlorite as the 
only active ingredient; can be used to purify water 
for drinking*)

o Lime (can be used for sanitation)

o Portable radio

o Flashlight

o Extra batteries

* To purify water, add eight drops of chlorine bleach 
per gallon of water and let it stand for 30 minutes 
before consuming. 

Emergency tools include such things as:

o Chainsaw and fuel

o Hammer and nails

o Fence repair materials

o Wire cutters 

o Pry bar

o Fire extinguisher (see the section on fire safety for 
more information)

Buddy system: Talk with a neighbor or friend and 
make arrangements to check on each other after a 
disaster. Tell one another if you are evacuating and to 
where so someone else will know where you are going. 
Buddies may agree to pool resources for such items as 
generators, water tanks, trailers, etc. You will also want 
to have a network of people outside the disaster area 
that you and your friends and neighbors can contact to 
check on each other, because the local communication 
infrastructure may be compromised and not available.

Putting the plan into practice: When facing a 
potential disaster, remain calm and follow your plan! 
Remember: It is vitally important to evacuate early in 
any mandatory evacuation to avoid getting stalled in 
traffic and create unnecessary hardships.

After an Event
Notify family, friends (your buddy), and officials that 
you are OK – whether you stayed or evacuated. Use 
phones, radios, the Internet, signs, or word of mouth. 
As soon as possible, take pictures or videotape of 
storm-damaged property for insurance claims.

Inspect your premises carefully before turning out 
horses. Look for foreign materials such as tin, glass 
or nails, downed trees or limbs, and damaged fences 
or power lines. Be careful leaving your animals unat-
tended outside. Familiar scents and landmarks may be 
altered, and your horses could easily become confused 
and lost.

Check with your local veterinarian or the state veteri-
narian’s office for information of any disease threats 
that may exist because of the situation. If your ani-
mals have been lost, or if you find someone else’s 
horses, you have several options. By contacting local 
horse owners, farriers, veterinarians, animal control, 
or the local disaster response team or by listening to 
the Emergency Broadcast System, you’ll most likely 
find out how to log lost or found animals. If you have 
lost horses, be prepared to identify them and document 
ownership. This is where your identification packet 
comes in handy. In the event that you find lost animals, 
use extreme caution in handling them. If possible, work 
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in pairs for safety. Keep the lost horse(s) contained and 
isolated, and notify authorities as soon as possible.

Hurricanes
Hurricanes bring a variety of weather-related dangers 
with them, particularly tornadoes and flooding. Leading 
causes of death in large animals related to hurricanes 
include animals killed in collapsed barns, electrocution, 
complications secondary to dehydration, animals hit 
and killed on roadways, and horses tangled in barbed 
wire after escaping from their pasture. As noted in the 
general disaster preparation section, each farm should 
have a written disaster plan to optimize the safety and 
survival of all animals.

Before the Storm
Horses should be current on their vaccinations, particu-
larly their tetanus toxoid vaccine. Some veterinarians 
will also recommend vaccinating against eastern or 
western equine encephalitis at the beginning of hurri-
cane season due to the potential increase in the number 
of mosquitoes after a storm. All horses should also have 
a negative Coggins test, if only because the horse may 
need to be evacuated to a community shelter or cross 
state lines. A health certificate is also required to cross 
state lines, so one may be necessary for evacuation of 
coastal areas. Review the section on general disaster 
preparations for other details.

Farm considerations: In addition to the general disas-
ter preparation recommendations, be sure to secure all 
movable objects and remove all items from hallways. 
Jumps and lawn furniture should be secured in a safe 
place. Place large vehicles, tractors, or trailers in an 
open field where trees cannot fall on them. Finally, turn 
off electrical power to barn.

Evacuation plans: Evacuation of flood plains and 
coastal areas is usually recommended, and should 
occur 48 hours before hurricane-force winds occur in 
the area. Transportation of horses when wind gusts 
exceed 40 mph is dangerous, and trailers may not be 
allowed across bridges for safety reasons. 

If you can’t evacuate or choose not to, what is the best 
method for keeping your horses safe? Should horses be 
left in the pasture or placed in the barn? If the pasture 
has good fencing and limited trees, it is probably best to 
leave the horses outside. Do not keep horses in barbed 
wire or electric fencing during a storm. Trees with shal-
low roots will fall easily under hurricane-force winds 

and can injure the horse or destroy the fencing. Fire 
ants and snakes will search for higher ground during 
flooding. Carefully look over the premises and the feed 
for these potential dangers. Well-constructed pole barns 
or concrete block barns may provide safety from flying 
debris, but the horses may become trapped if wind col-
lapses the building. Keep horses out of pastures with 
power lines.

After the Storm
Use the information under general disaster preparations 
to pick up the pieces and carry on.

Winter Storms
Many of the preparations noted earlier apply to winter 
storms as well. The main consideration during winter is 
ensuring that the horses have shelter to help them keep 
warm. Horses should at least have access to adequate 
shelter, but in cases of severe storms you may want to 
bring them inside a solid barn. The same consideration 
for trees and power lines in hurricanes holds true dur-
ing winter storms: Be cautious leaving horses in fields 
where these may come down and either cause harm to 
the animals or damage fences, allowing the horses to 
escape. Pay special attention to young or senior horses, 
as their ability to adapt to the colder weather may be 
compromised.

Keeping extra hay, feed, and water on hand is also 
appropriate. Feeding extra hay can help the horse to 
stay warm, and they will still require approximately 10 
gallons of liquid water each day.

Fire Safety and Horses
Fire prevention and safety are the duty of every person 
involved with and around horses. Safety involves com-
mon sense and a trained response and should be taught 
along with basic equitation by trainers, organizations, 
and parents. Preventative measures apply whether the 
facility is a track, training barn, summer camp stable, 
or backyard barn. Rehearse the necessary course of 
action to be followed in the event of a fire with mem-
bers of your family, boarders, youth in training, and 
others directly involved with the animals in the barn. 
Fire is the most terrible death that can befall an animal, 
especially a horse penned within a corral or stable. 

Be safety conscious at all times. Fires give little warn-
ing. Know where fire alarms, if present, are located. 
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Know where water sources and fire equipment is 
located, and how to use it properly. Conspicuously 
post the number of the local fire department (even if 
it’s 911) by all telephones. Fire prevention is easier to 
preach than practice, but it is a vital part of horse own-
ership and management.

Fire Prevention Measures
In the barn area, clean up and dispose of debris (espe-
cially flammable debris) regularly. Also, make sure to 
mow and spray for weeds near the barn. Avoid storing 
feed and bedding in the top of the barn. Preferably it 
should be located in another building. The alleyway in 
front of stalls must be kept free of debris and open at 
all times to give easy access to each stall door in case of 
fire. Tack rooms should not be locked unless occupied 
– there are many flammable items in a tack room. 

Do not allow smoking in the barns, stalls, tack rooms, 
or sheds. No open fires should be allowed anywhere in 
the stable area, nor should you allow the use of oil- or 
gas-burning lanterns or lamps. Install an adequate num-
ber of water outlets and have hoses attached to each. It 
can also be handy to have an outside phone with the fire 
department’s number prominently displayed. Finally, 
check all electrical wiring periodically for frayed ends, 
doubled-up extension cords, and so forth, and replace 
them as needed. All electrical appliances used in stable 
areas must be in safe working condition. When in use, 
they must be kept a safe distance from walls, bedding, 
and other furnishings. They should not be left unat-
tended when they’re on. Also, electrical wiring should 
be contained in a metal conduit to prevent rodents from 
chewing on them and creating a fire hazard.

Stable Fires
The official records of the National Fire Protection 
Association show that the majority of fires in stables 
(figures compiled from reported fires at racetracks, 
breeding farms, and fairgrounds) are caused by misuse 
of electrical apparatus, heaters, and careless smoking. 
Other causes of fires are lightning, arson, and spontane-
ous combustion. 

Also of note is the fact that almost all horse barns have 
the following in common:

• Wood construction – either total or partial.

• Bedding straw or shavings in stalls.

• Storage of hay, bedding straw, or shavings in close 
proximity to the barns.

• Highly combustible materials within (leather, blan-
kets, ropes, oils, etc.).

• People.

The burning rate of loose straw is approximately three 
times that of the burning rate of gasoline. The horse in 
a stall where the fire originates has only 30 seconds to 
escape. Compare this to the fact that it takes anywhere 
from 30 seconds to more than a minute to halter a horse 
and lead him out of the barn. These startling statistics 
dramatically emphasize the fact that a stable fire, once 
underway, does not give much time for horse evacua-
tion. There have been situations where people were in 
the barn when the fire started, yet most of the horses 
were lost because the fire spread so quickly.

Automatic sprinkler systems are advocated for com-
mercial facilities such as racetracks, large breeding 
establishments, and other commercial-type enterprises. 
Water-type fire extinguishers (see combating a fire 
below) are effective if used within the first minute. 
Because stable fires develop rapidly due to the abun-
dance of combustible materials, fire extinguishers are of 
little or no use once the fire has gained burning time.

Other Possible Fire Situations
Transporting horses: Quick-release snaps should be 
used to secure the horse in the trailer or truck in order to 
facilitate the safe handling of horses in case of an acci-
dent with possible danger of fire. Lead ropes should 
remain on horses while they’re traveling. Fire extin-
guishers should be readily accessible (i.e., in the truck), 
not locked in a trailer tack compartment.

Horse shows: Follow proper parking procedures so 
you don’t block fire hydrants or street entrances in case 
fire-fighting apparatus is needed to access the barns or 
buildings. Never, ever padlock your horse in a stall.

What to Do in Case of Fire
Assuming you have only 30 seconds to put your plan 
into action, you have little time to stand around. First 
things first: 

1. Call the fire department. You may get the fire under 
control, but if you don’t, you want them already on 
their way. 
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2. Make sure someone opens all outside access gates 
into the stable area to let the emergency vehicles get 
onto the property quickly. That person should also 
wait to guide emergency responders into the prop-
erty if necessary and make sure the road or driveway 
stays clear.

3. Begin evacuating horses. If at all possible, use hal-
ters and lead ropes that are (hopefully) hung next to 
the stalls or paddocks. Blindfold the horses if neces-
sary, using coats, scarves, handkerchiefs, or sacks. 

4. Move the animals to a holding area away from the 
barn and out of the way of firefighting equipment. 
Don’t let the horse’s loose outside because they may 
either run back into the barn or get in the way of 
firefighters’ efforts.

Combating a Fire
Fire extinguishers are good for controlling a small fire 
before it can get out of control, limiting property dam-
age and preventing injuries to people and horses. How-
ever, using the wrong type of extinguisher or using one 
incorrectly can cause more problems. Learn about fire 
extinguishers and how to properly use them.

Finding the right extinguisher: Flammable materi-
als are grouped into several classes based on how they 
burn, and each group has a particular type of fire extin-
guisher that’s appropriate. These three types of extin-
guishers represent the fires that would most commonly 
be encountered in a barn or stable area:

•  Class A fires include ordinary combustibles such as 
wood or paper. Water is effective in these cases, and 
extinguishers for these types of fires will be labeled 
with a letter A inside a green triangle. 

•  Class B fires include flammable liquids like gasoline 
and kerosene. They require a dry chemical or pow-
der to properly extinguish, and the canister will be 
labeled with a letter B inside a red square.

•  Class C fires include energized electrical equipment 
such as wiring, circuit breakers, and appliances. A 
nonconductive extinguishing material should be 
used. Fire extinguishers will be labeled with the let-
ter C inside a blue circle. 

Another note: Most home extinguishers are designed 
for a single use and should then be discarded. Indus-
trial extinguishers can be recharged. Know which ones 

you have and maintain them as recommended. Have 
them inspected annually to be certain they’re function-
ing properly.

Fire extinguisher location: Place extinguishers near 
locations where flammable materials are kept. Keep 
them near exits, away from heat sources. Also, keep 
them at an accessible location but not easily reached by 
small children.

Using an extinguisher: Contact your local fire depart-
ment to see if they will offer a short course or session 
on proper use of a fire extinguisher. It may be useful to 
have a session with your horse or pony club so multiple 
people can receive the training.

If you decide it’s appropriate for you to fight the fire, 
remember the word PASS:

•  Pull the pin. It’s at the top of the unit near the operat-
ing lever.

•  Aim low and away from you. Point the nozzle or 
hose at the base of the fire.

•  Squeeze the lever above the handle to activate the 
extinguisher.

•  Sweep from side to side. Start about 8-10 feet away 
from the fire, aiming at the base of the flames. Move 
slowly forward if it appears to be going out. 

Knowing when to fight the fire: Fire extinguishers 
are not appropriate in all situations. If the fire is small 
and contained, and you know what materials are burn-
ing and have the right class of extinguisher, you may 
want to try to put the fire out. Be sure to call the fire 
department first and make sure all people and animals 
are evacuated to safety. 

If the fire spreads outside the original, contained area or 
if smoke fills the barn, it is time to get out. Also, if the 
fire is still burning when the extinguisher empties, you 
need to leave the area. Finally, if you’re feeling over-
whelmed or confused, get out. Firefighters are trained 
to deal with fire. Let them handle it.

Are You Prepared?
Ask yourself the following questions to see if you’re 
ready in case of a fire in your barn:What’s the phone 
number for the fire department?

•  What will I do with the horses?
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•  How can I fight the fire? What can I use to put it out?

•  Where is the alarm?

•  Where is the electrical master switch?

•  Do all horses have halters and lead ropes hanging on 
their stall doors?

Other Horse Emergencies
Other emergencies involving horses can happen in the 
aftermath of the previously described emergencies or in 
isolation. Your plan for those situations will also help 
prepare you for the other things that can arise.

Hit by Car
An unfortunate consequence of horses becoming loose 
– either from downed fences or a gate accidently left 
open – is the possibility they may be struck by a motor 
vehicle. Being hit by a car is often catastrophic for 
the horse, vehicle, and people involved. The types of 
injuries are variable but often are quite severe. Injuries 
to the musculoskeletal system predominate and may 
include wounds, lacerations, tendon injuries, joint inju-
ries, fractures, or any combination of these. 

If a horse is involved in an automobile collision, call 
both 911 and a veterinarian. Emergency responders are 
essential to help control the scene and deal with any 
human injuries. The veterinarian will be able to assess 
and deal with the horse’s injuries. Until the veterinarian 
arrives, you will want to move the horse (if possible) 
out of the roadway and provide first aid to any injuries. 
It is important to keep the horse quiet until he can be 
assessed by the veterinarian. 

Trailer Accidents
Trailer accidents include overturned trailers or trail-
ers being struck by another vehicle. Injuries to horses 
in trailer accidents can vary, even when overturned. 
Horses, being prey animals, will often struggle and 
panic when these accidents occur. However, some 
horses will be very quiet, resulting in less self-induced 
injury. In both situations, emergency personnel should 
be contacted first. They will be essential in scene con-
trol. Additionally, fire and rescue personnel have the 
skills and equipment necessary to extricate humans and 
animals from damaged trailers and vehicles. 

The veterinarian should also be contacted, which will 
usually be done by first responders or the dispatchers 
in the area in which the accident occurs. You can help 
assure this happens by asking the first responders on 
the scene to be sure to contact a veterinarian to respond 
to the accident. Occasionally, a veterinarian will be 
needed prior to extrication for sedation or assessment 
of the animal, but veterinary assistance is generally not 
needed until the horses are removed from the trailer. 
Then the veterinarian can provide the necessary care 
when the horse is in a safer environment. 

Down/Trapped Horses
Horses can become down or trapped following natural 
disaster, accident, or illness. Ditches, sink holes, and 
septic tanks are potential hazards that you can have on 
your own property. Assessing your farm for potential 
areas that horses could get stuck in and subsequently 
blocking off these areas will help prevent such acci-
dents. With natural disasters, water or mud may sweep 
horses into areas they can’t get out of. Some illnesses, 
such as West Nile virus, can affect a horse’s nervous 
system such that he is unable to get up and stand on 
his own. 

Each of these situations has unique challenges that are 
worsened by the large size of the horse and the horse’s 
temperament. Again, fire and rescue personnel will be 
an essential component of removing your horse from 
the situation. They have the training, skills, and equip-
ment to move heavy objects. There are also technical 
large-animal rescue courses that fire and rescue person-
nel may have taken to provide them with an even more 
advanced skill set. 

If you find your horse in a situation where he is trapped, 
contact your local fire and rescue service and your vet-
erinarian. While you are waiting for assistance, make 
sure there is access for people and equipment into 
the area. Any other horses should be moved from the 
scene. 

Extricating the horse can be a long process and it will 
take good planning to make sure things go smoothly. 
If the horse is in a position where he can drink (i.e., in 
a standing or sternal position), you can offer water to 
help prevent dehydration. Food can usually wait, unless 
it would help keep the animal quiet. Be sure that first 
responders are in charge of moving the horse and the 
veterinarian is present to provide supportive care, first 
aid, or sedation, if necessary. 
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Summary
In conclusion, while you can’t always predict when an 
emergency or disaster is going to occur, the best way 
to be ready is to plan ahead. Consider now – when you 
have the time to think and practice – what you would do 
if a fire starts in your barn or a hurricane is approach-
ing your farm. Stock up on appropriate supplies and 
check your emergency and first aid kits at least once a 
year to make sure nothing has expired and everything 
is still in its place. Plan for where you will go if you 
have to evacuate and know whom to contact for more 
information.

Plan ahead. If you never have to enact your emergency 
plan, the preparation will still the best waste of time 
you ever spend.
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